Disciplinary/Legal Actions,

The Board office receives and processes complaints regarding engineering and surveying activities. Some investigations result in disciplinary actions while others result in administrative actions such as letters of education or closing unsubstantiated/insufficient complaints. Below is a recap of disciplinary actions that occurred from January 1, 2018 thru December 31, 2018.

Terry Wayne Boyd, working without active license, entered a consent order for unlicensed practice. Monetary Fine was levied but was not paid and re-licensure application was not received per the Board order.

Brian Barton, PS# 3160, agreed to a consent order for Standards of Practice of Surveying violation. A monetary fine was levied, required to submit the next 3 surveys to the Investigative Committee for review and approval and to successfully complete the Mississippi Standards of Practice PDH course.

Roger Watson, PS# 26363, agreed to a consent order for CPC violation. A monetary fine was levied and to successfully complete the deficient PDHs.

Shawn O’Steen, PS# 2851, agreed to a consent order for CPC violation. A monetary fine was levied and to successfully complete the deficient PDHs.

William Huffman, PS# 26987, agreed to a consent order for CPC violation. A monetary fine was levied and to successfully complete the deficient PDHs.

Julio Pequero Ramos, PE# 27440, agreed to a consent order for CPC violation. A monetary fine was levied and to successfully complete the deficient PDHs.

Christopher Johnson, PS# 3219, agreed to a consent order for CPC violation. A monetary fine was levied and to successfully complete the deficient PDHs.

Berry Veney, PE# 16942, agreed to a consent order for violation of use of seal. A monetary fine was levied and to successfully complete an Ethics PDH.

Elmore Moody, PE# 11553, agreed to a consent order for violation of use of seal. A monetary fine was levied and to successfully complete an Ethics PDH.

Tommy Pinkerton II, PE#9849, agreed to a consent order for CPC violation. A monetary fine was levied and to successfully complete the deficient PDHs.
William Stephens, PS# 3147, agreed to a consent order for Mississippi Standards of Practice violation. A monetary fine was levied and required to submit the next 3 surveys to the Investigative Committee for review and approval.

Dean Kidd, PE# 15146, agreed to a consent order for CPC violation. A monetary fine was levied and to successfully complete the deficient PDHs.